
We are continuing to practice counting on. 
See it in action here: 
https://tinyurl.com/ycbt4c47

This week we will be exploring math tasks in 
which the student will be asked to “add to” a 
situation to find a solution. Here are some 
examples of “add to” situations:

Two bunnies sat on the grass. Three more 
bunnies hopped there. How many bunnies are 
on the grass now? 2 + 3 = ?

Two bunnies were sitting on the grass. Some 
more bunnies hopped there. Then there were 
five bunnies. How many bunnies hopped over 
to the first two? 2 + ? = 5

How to Practice High Frequency Words

1. Point and say the word.
2. Spell the word.
3. Read the word.
4. Use each word in a sentence. 

Phonics Skill of the Week: short a 
can    cat    flat    hat    man    nap    tap    that

High-Frequency Words: does     school     not     what

Sentence Fluency - Read these sentences like we talk.
1. Pam has a mat.
2. The cat can nap.
3. Nat ran back.
4. Jan packs a bag.
5. Max is not sad. 

We are reading: Jack the Cat, This School Year Will Be the 
Best, Nat and Sam, Our Sun Warms

Kindergarten Sight Words to Review

I       like     do     to      you he       can    go    a 

has    this     is     my     look    little    where

here   play   the we     are      me     she     with

for and    have  see said     was 

Science Integration: We are continuing to read about light 
and how the sun warms our earth. We are learning new 
words like opaque, translucent, transparent, and 
reflective.

Social Studies Connection: We will continue to learn about 
being a good citizen.

Be sure you are reading 20 to 30 minutes 
every single day with your child. 

Fundraiser Kickoff – Aug. 25

Progress Reports – Sept. 6

Early Release – Sept. 14                            
Dismissal is at 10:45 a.m.
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